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I N 1993 a man and woman agreed to marry and in contemplation of marriage they planned the purchase and renovation of a house. In order to purchase the house, the woman created a trust to supply the purchase price of the house with herself as trustee and beneficiary, and the man agreed to live in the house and supervise improvements at an hourly rate less a deduction for rent. The man was subsequently added as a settlor, trustee, and beneficiary of the trust. In 1995, however, the woman decided not to marry the man and sought to terminate their agreements concerning the purchase of the house. An amicable agreement could not be reached, and the woman hired attorneys to sue the man for breach of fiduciary duty and an accounting for funds expended. The man filed a counter claim against the woman and a suit against her attorneys for conspiring to defraud and to injure him otherwise. The court entered a summary judgment in favor of the woman and her attorneys. In response to the man's appeal, the appellate court held that the attorneys' acts were within the context of adversarial representation of their client (the woman) and that they owed no duty to the man in that regard. "Even assuming [that their] actions went beyond the bounds of ethical behavior, the remedy is public, not private." Hence, because the man had no cause of action against the attorneys, he could not maintain the claim for conspiracy.

---

2. Id.
3. Id. at 276-77.
B. Informal Marriage

1. Burden of Proof

Though the language of former section 3.64⁴ was omitted from the Family Code in 1973, the provisions of section 6.701 (formerly section 3.53)⁵ made it plain that a petitioner for divorce nonetheless bears the burden of establishing an alleged ground for divorce and other material allegations even though the respondent has failed to file an answer or to appear at the trial.⁶ In Osteen v. Osteen,⁷ the wife had filed a petition for divorce asserting an informal marriage, and her alleged husband failed to file an answer or to appear at the trial. The court granted a divorce although the alleged wife⁸ presented no evidence to support her allegations of an informal marriage. Hence, the judgment was reversed on appeal and remanded to the trial court for further proceedings.⁹

2. Elements of Proof

The most curious aspect of J.C. Penney Life Ins. Co. v. Heinrich¹⁰ is the belief in the legal acceptance of bigamy, which some of the persons involved seemingly entertained. According to the facts related by the appellate court, a man and woman began living together in 1986. After their first child was born in 1987, they agreed to be married, introduced each other as husband and wife, and filed joint tax returns. They had another child the following year. In April 1993 after their cohabitation ceased, the man began living with another woman in March 1994. In April 1994 he sued the first woman for divorce, and she promptly responded with a counter-suit for divorce. While these suits were pending, the man bought a $100,000 life insurance policy for the benefit of his “spouse, if living; otherwise equally to [their] then living lawful children . . . .”¹¹ He and the second woman had a child, and the man suddenly died in December 1994. The first woman promptly applied to the Social Security Administration for benefits as a widow. The second woman did likewise and also filed her claim for the insurance proceeds along with her proof of informal marriage. In reliance on this evidence, the insur-

---

⁴ 1969 TEX. GEN. LAWS 2707, ch. 888, § 1 at 2725 (§3.64) repealed by 1973 TEX. GEN. LAWS 1596, ch. 577, § 23 at 1605.
⁷ 38 S.W.3d 280 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2000, no pet.).
⁸ The headnote writer describes her inaccurately as a “putative wife” and inaccurately describes her alleged husband as a “putative husband.” Id. at 809-11. Those are terms of art.
⁹ Id. at 814-15.
¹⁰ 32 S.W.3d 280 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2001, no pet.).
¹¹ Id. at 283.
ance company paid the insurance proceeds to the second woman in February 1995. In the following month, the first woman made inquiry as to the policy and in May, made her claim for the insurance proceeds. The company then filed an action for a declaratory judgment that the first woman was not the decedent's widow, and the woman responded with a counter suit for a contrary declaration. Various sorts of alternative relief were sought by both parties, and the second woman was joined in the fray. The trial court concluded that statutory prerequisites to proof of the first alleged informal marriage had not been met, and the first alleged wife appealed.

When the suit was filed in 1995, section 1.91 of the Family Code provided that as a prerequisite to proof of an asserted informal marriage, a proceeding asserting the marriage had to be commenced within one year of the terminated cohabitation of the parties. The appellate court held that the man's suit for divorce, filed within the time specified in the statute, satisfied the need for a timely reliance on the validity of the marriage by initiation of a proceeding, "as long as there has been no determination on the merits of the proceeding that no common law marriage existed . . .".

In another suit by a son to claim his father's entire intestate estate, a woman claiming to be the decedent's informal wife intervened. The son sought summary judgment based on the intervenor's deposition evidence that she had not informed the Social Security Administration of the alleged marriage, that the woman did not obtain health insurance coverage from her employer in favor of her alleged husband, that the alleged couple did not maintain a joint bank account, and that in the decedent's 1994 federal income tax return and his 1998 bankruptcy petition the father described himself as unmarried. The woman had also responded in her deposition that the decedent had not married her formally because he was so deeply in debt, and "he didn't want to ruin me." The court, thereupon, rendered summary judgment in favor of the son without considering the alleged wife's evidence of her informal marriage. On her appeal, the court in In re Estate of Rodden concluded that the woman's deposition testimony was insufficient as a matter of law to establish a judicial admission that the decedent had not married the claimant, whose presumably later (but timely-filed) response raised a fact issue as to the

---

12. Id. at 284.
13. Tex. Fam. Code Ann. § 1.91 (Vernon Supp. 1995). The statute was later amended (effective Sept. 1 1995) to provide that if a proceeding is not commenced within two years of the date of separation there is a rebuttable presumption that the couple did not enter into an agreement to be married. Tex. Fam. Code Ann. § 2.401 (Vernon 1998) (as amended in 1997) perpetuates this provision.
14. J.C. Penney, 32 S.W.3d at 287.
15. Id. at 288.
17. Id. at *3.
18. Id.
elements to establish an informal marriage.\textsuperscript{19}

In \textit{Eris v. Phares}\textsuperscript{20} the determination of whether a couple had entered into an informal marriage turned, in large measure, on the way the issue was submitted to the jury: that the couple was married before January 30, 1997. The jury had answered affirmatively. On the date referred to, the man had already conveyed a house to the woman, and he asserted in his suit for divorce that the transfer should be set aside for fraud. Evidence of third persons, as well as the parties, was conflicting and ambiguous as to the couple's living together and holding themselves out as husband and wife. In denying the existence of the informal marriage prior to January 30 1997, the woman relied strongly on the language of the man's warranty deed (sworn before a notary public) that he conveyed the house to the woman, "a single person," on that date. Considering all the evidence, the Houston First District appellate court held that the evidence was factually insufficient to support the jury’s verdict and remanded the case for a new trial.\textsuperscript{22}

C. \textsc{State-Employment Restrictions}

Section 32.054(a) of the Election Code\textsuperscript{23} provides that "[a] person is ineligible to serve as an election judge . . . in an election if the person is . . . related within the second degree by . . . affinity . . . to an opposed candidate for a public office or the party office of county chair in the election." The wife of the county chairman of a political party had been appointed as an election judge. The party chairman was an unopposed candidate for reelection to that position. The local district attorney, with whom the Election Division in the Secretary of State's office disagreed, had concluded that the wife was prohibited from serving as judge and sought the opinion of the Attorney General. The Attorney General agreed with the latter view concluding that the Secretary of State’s interpretation of the Election Code was reasonable and as such, it would ordinarily be deferred to by the Attorney General.\textsuperscript{24} In this instance the interpretation was also appropriate by "[g]rammar and sense."\textsuperscript{25} The statute’s language of disqualification referred to a person related to an "opposed candidate," and the words "a public office" and "party office" were both objects of the preposition "for" defining the words "opposed candidate.”

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{19} Id.
\bibitem{20} 39 S.W.3d 708 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2001, no pet.).
\bibitem{21} Id. at 715.
\bibitem{22} Id. at 715-16.
\bibitem{23} TEX. ELEC. CODE ANN. § 32.054(a) (Vernon Supp. 2001).
\bibitem{25} Id.
\end{thebibliography}
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF MARITAL PROPERTY

A. COMMUNITY PRESUMPTION

In Dutton v. Dutton\(^2\) the husband and wife had received a conveyance of realty during their marriage from the wife's parents for an $18,000 note of both spouses. The following year the grantors forgave the indebtedness. In their divorce proceeding the husband listed the property as community property in his sworn inventory. The wife claimed it as her separate property, asserting that her parents (who did not testify) so intended. The trial court concluded that the property was community property and awarded the whole of it to the wife but granted the husband a money judgment of $40,000 at interest secured by the property, but the reason for fixing the lien on the property was apparently unexplained. In his appeal, the husband asserted a separate interest in the realty with a value of $56,000 on acquisition. Thus, the husband seems to have argued that the forgiveness of the debt created a separate property interest in the land (which it did not). He also seemed to have asserted that the initial gift of property was of a value far in excess of the $18,000 paid. Just how the trial court or the husband arrived at their values is not clear, but the values were not contested on appeal. The appellate court refrained from expressing an opinion on the husband's argument. In affirming the trial court's finding that the realty was community property, the appellate court relied on the husband's estoppel by his judicial admission in listing the property as part of the community estate in his sworn inventory.\(^2\)

Because the community presumption was not detracted from but was supported by the facts of acquisition (as apparently presented to the trial court), the conveyance met all the tests of a community purchase for value at $18,000. The trial court was clearly correct in concluding that the realty was community property. Putting aside the asserted actual value of the realty when acquired as opposed to the apparent "selling price," the subsequent cancellation of the indebtedness did not affect the character of the property nor did it create a right of reimbursement in the husband's separate estate for the excused liability, because the separate and community liability for the debt were excused simultaneously.\(^2\)

Whereas in Dutton the force of the community presumption was enhanced by the separate property claimant's estoppel as well as the inception of title rule, at first glance in In re Case\(^2\) the presumption might seem to be affected by statute. There the parties disputed the character of a certificate of deposit purchased with funds deposited by the husband in a bank account in the name of both spouses. That was evidently the

\(^{26}\) 18 S.W.3d 849 (Tex. App.—Eastland 2000, pet. denied).

\(^{27}\) Id. at 853-54 (citing Griffin v. Superior Ins. Co., 161 Tex. 195, 201-02, 338 S.W.2d 415, 419 (Tex. 1960) and United States Fid. & Guar. Co. v. Carr, 242 S.W.2d 224, 229 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1951, writ ref'd)).

\(^{28}\) For a discussion of other cases involving parental gifts to a spouse and assumption of parental indebtedness on the property given by the donees see Joseph W. M'Knight, Family Law: Husband and Wife, 42 Sw. L.J. 1 18 (1988).

\(^{29}\) 28 S.W.3d 154 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2000, no pet.).
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only deposit in the account. The husband then withdrew the funds deposited to purchase the certificate of deposit. Though, standing alone, the community presumption would govern the character of the certificate, section 438 of the Probate Code provides that "[a] joint account belongs, during the lifetime of all parties, to the parties in proportion to the net contributions by each to the sums on deposit, unless there is clear and convincing evidence of a different intent." But Section 437 goes on to say that "a multiple party account created with community funds is subject to Article XVI, Section 15 of the Texas Constitution and will not in any way alter community property rights" because (as the court somewhat inexactly explained) "the gift presumption is not a community property right, but rather a separate property presumption."

In Case the character of the marital residence was also in dispute. The property had been bought during marriage, and thus, it was presumed to be community property. The cost of the house was $63,000. The wife partially rebutted the community presumption by showing that $43,000 of the purchase price was from the proceeds of sale of a house she had owned prior to marriage. There is some ambiguity in the court's opinion in this regard, but if those separate funds were indeed part of the purchase price, the wife owned a proportionate part of the family home as her separate property. On the other hand, if these funds had been used to discharge an indebtedness for the purchase price, she was merely entitled to reimbursement for the funds expended.

In Kline v. Kline the husband did not contest the conclusion of the divorce court that vested stock options acquired from his employer were community property. Supported by the testimony of the employer's payroll manager that the options to buy stock of the corporate employer were granted as an inducement of continued employment, he merely asserted that the unvested options were not community property and were thus indivisible by the divorce court. His witness was unable to explain, however, why the stock agreements themselves stated that all the options were granted in consideration of past services—an uncharacteristic abdication of self-interest on the part of the corporate management. Relying on the holding of the Texas Supreme Court in Cearley v. Cearley that unvested military pension rights acquired during marriage are community property subject to division by a divorce court, the conclusion of the San Antonio Court of Appeals in Bodin v. Bodin that unvested stock options acquired during marriage by an employee-spouse are of community character and similar holdings from other jurisdictions to the same ef-

30. TEX. PROB. CODE ANN. § 438 (Vernon 1980).
31. Id.
32. Id. § 437.
33. Case, 28 S.W.3d at 159.
34. Id. at 160.
35. In re Case, 28 S.W.3d 154, 161 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2000, no pet.).
37. 544 S.W.2d 661 (Tex. 1976).
38. 955 S.W.2d 380 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1997, no pet.).
the Houston appellate court reached the same conclusion.\textsuperscript{40}

B. REIMBURSEMENT

In Case the wife further asserted that she had spent $20,000 of separate funds for community benefit but was unable to show the source of those funds and, thus, their separate character. But if she had been able to show that she had spent a determinable amount of separate funds for the benefit of the community estate, she would have demonstrated a reimbursement claim though she might not have been able to trace specific expenditures into existing community property.\textsuperscript{41} Tracing shows an ownership interest in particular property, which requires a more demanding standard of proof, though the court may not award a lien on any particular property for its discharge.

In discussing the wife's right to reimbursement, the court relied on the authority of Norris v. Vaughan\textsuperscript{42} but explained its reliance in a fresh manner: "[W]hen separate funds are expended for normal community living expenses, such as rent, food, etc., there is no right to reimbursement because these merely extinguish the obligation of each spouse to support the family."\textsuperscript{43} Thus, the court seems to relate the holding (denying reimbursement in Norris) to the narrower necessaries doctrine, rather than a broader principle of personal contractual obligation on which the Supreme Court seemed to rely. But however the outcome in Norris is described, payment for family support should ordinarily fall first on community property to the exoneration of separate property and thus create a right of reimbursement for separate property so used.\textsuperscript{44} In Case the family home had already been sold and distribution of the proceeds was the only problem before the trial court for which remand was ordered.

In his suit for divorce underlying the wife's appeal in In re Gill,\textsuperscript{45} the husband had asserted a community right of reimbursement for funds expended for the benefit of the wife's separate realty, which she brought into the marriage. The spouses had borrowed $40,000 from a bank using the wife's property as collateral. They deposited the proceeds of the loan in a joint checking account, in which each also deposited earnings. The spouses used the account to pay family bills, the expenses of improving the wife's realty, and payment on their note. The trial court found that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{40} \textit{Kline} 17 S.W.3d at 446-47.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} See Schmidt v. Huppmann, 73 Tex. 112 11 S.W. 175 (Tex. 1889); Horlock v. Horlock, 533 S.W.2d 52, 57 (Tex. Civ. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1975, writ dism'd w.o.j.).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} 152 Tex. 491, 503, 260 S.W.2d 676, 683 (Tex. 1953).
  \item \textsuperscript{43} \textit{In re Case}, 28 S.W.3d 154 161 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2000, no pet.).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} See Joseph W. M'Knight, \textit{Family Law: Husband & Wife}, 43 Sw. L.J. 1 15 (1989).
  \item \textsuperscript{45} Exceptions to the principle enunciated in Norris have tended to multiply over the years. See Joseph W. M'Knight, \textit{Family Law: Husband & Wife}, 51 SMU L. Rev. 1047 1049 (1998).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} 41 S.W.3d 255 (Tex. App.—Waco 2001, no pet.).
\end{itemize}
the community estate was entitled to reimbursement for $23,500 and that the wife should pay the remainder of the debt on the note. The husband asserted a community right of reimbursement for $23,500 for community funds used to improve the wife’s separate property and to make principal payments on their note which he seems to have argued were benefits to the wife’s separate property because they reduced their lien thereon. The trial court also found that the wife’s house at divorce was worth $62,500, on the basis of evidence offered by the wife’s appraiser. The husband testified that the value at divorce was $70,000. The only evidence of the house’s value at marriage was that it was initially insured for $65,000. Thus, the amount of the reimbursement award based on appreciation in value was clearly erroneous. The judgment was reversed and the cause remanded.46

C. Marital Partitions and Agreements

An estate plan that was submitted to the Internal Revenue Service47 for a private letter ruling on federal-tax consequences of a proposed estate plan, illustrates the result of one sort of plan that may be prepared in reliance on the 1999 amendment to the Texas Constitution48 allowing conversion of separate property to community property in addition to the existing power (achieved in 1980) to convert prospective community property to separate property. Although the ruling does not reveal the names or domicile of the taxpayers and states that it may not be used or cited as a precedent in other matters, the ruling may, nevertheless, provide some guidance as to the attitude of the federal Treasury Department.

The husband (aged 73) owned two individual retirement accounts (IRAs), both attributable to a rollover from the husband’s employer-sponsored retirement plans under section 408 of the Internal Revenue Code.49 Each account had a balance of somewhat over $600,000. Evidently the couple had been married for some time, and the wife (aged 75) had several children by a previous marriage. The couple sought review of their estate plan, some of which had been executed. They entered into a marital agreement by which the husband’s two retirement accounts (IRAs, containing the husband’s separate property, as well as, some community property) were agreed to be wholly community property. The two IRAs were then partitioned as community property in equal separate shares for the husband and the wife. A further IRA, as yet unfunded, was created for the wife as her separate property (“spousal IRA of individual property”). The wife’s spousal IRA named her children as primary beneficiaries with the husband as secondary beneficiary. The terms of her IRA also provided that the wife will direct the custodian to dis-

46. Id. at 259.
tribute funds annually to her and her eldest child based on their joint life expectancies subject to the minimum-distribution-incidental-death-benefit rules. The couple sought a ruling that a transfer of the wife’s interest (emanating from the husband’s two IRAs to the wife’s spousal IRA) can be achieved without incurring a federal tax.

Because the inquiry was posed in relation to section 408, the Revenue Service so confined its ruling. Although the deduction provisions of the Revenue Code allow a contribution to be made to an employee-husband’s retirement plan even though his wife may own a community interest in that contribution under state law, that fact is seemingly irrelevant to the applicability of section 408 to the plan and does not abrogate state law. The Revenue Service, therefore, concluded that the wife may have had a community interest in the husband’s two IRAs. Because the couple had converted the husband’s separate property in the two IRAs to community property, that process does not constitute any distribution or transfer of assets. Nor does that process fail to meet the requirements of section 408(a), so that the resulting changed quality of the property interests are for the exclusive benefit of each spouse. But the Revenue Service nonetheless concluded that a transfer of the wife’s property interest in the husband’s two IRAs to her spousal IRA would constitute a taxable distribution of assets.

III. CONTROL AND LIABILITY OF MARITAL PROPERTY

A. CONSTRUCTIVELY FRAUDULENT DISPOSITION

In In re Hayden the husband had set up three trusts for his sons of his first marriage with a third person as trustee in 1983. He remarried in 1985. The husband died in 1996, and his will was admitted to probate and a personal representative was appointed. The beneficiaries of the trusts asserted misappropriation of trust funds and the probate court sitting with a jury rendered judgment in favor of the beneficiaries of the trusts who showed constructive fraud or misappropriation of the trust funds on the part of the decedent’s widow. The widow appealed and thereafter, filed a Chapter 11 petition in bankruptcy. Despite the widow’s pleas to the contrary, the bankruptcy court concluded that the claimants were not collaterally estopped from asserting their claim of embezzlement against the widow and that the misappropriated funds should be excepted from the bankruptcy discharge.
B. ENFORCEMENT OF A JUDGMENT DEBT AGAINST PROPERTY DIVIDED BY UNRECORDED DEGREE OF DIVORCE

In 1955 a married couple had purchased a home and had taken title in both of their names. On their divorce in 1963, the couple's residence was awarded to the wife as her separate property, but the divorce decree was not recorded. A creditor had later taken a judgment against the former husband in April, 1980 and recorded it in May, 1980. On October 2, 1980 the former wife sold the property to the plaintiffs who recorded the deed the following day. The ex-husband's judgment creditor then levied execution on the property, and the defendant bought the property at the sale and received a deed from the constable on October 20, 1980. In 1996 the plaintiffs finally filed the divorce decree for record and then brought suit in trespass to try title as to the ex-husband's one-half interest in the land. At that point, the defendant had not paid any taxes on the property nor made any improvements on the property. The plaintiffs showed that the former husband had no interest in the land at the time of the constable's sale, but the defendant-purchaser asserted its rights based on its good faith reliance on the deed. But the deed was a quitclaim deed, merely reciting that it granted the ex-husband's interest. The Houston First Court of Appeals held in Diversified, Inc. v. Hall\(^{57}\) that the defendant could not assert its standing as a bona fide purchaser because it claimed under a mere quitclaim deed. Has everyone forgotten about the Civil Practice and Remedies Code section 34.046 enacted in 1879 but not re-codified accurately in 1985\(^{58}\) Section 34.046 states that "[t]he purchaser of property sold under execution is considered to be an innocent purchaser without notice if the purchaser would have been considered an innocent purchaser without notice had the sale been made voluntarily and in person by the defendant [debtor]."\(^ {59} \)

C. LIENS ON HOMESTEADS

Without alluding to the decision of the appellate court below to the same effect,\(^ {60} \) the Texas Supreme Court in Spradlin v. Jim Walter Homes, Inc.\(^ {61} \) authoritatively interpreted the requirements of article XVI, section

\(^{57}\) 23 S.W.3d 403, 405 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2000, pet. denied).

\(^{58}\) TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 34.046 (Vernon 1997).

\(^{59}\) The codifiers of 1994 omitted the phrase "[purchaser] other than creditor," which omission should not be effective in that the codification was a non-substantive revision under the requirements of Gov't Code § 323.007 (Vernon 1998) and was not amended by either house of the legislature and was not subject to floor amendment in either legislative house when offered to the legislature. Fleming Foods of Tex., Inc. v. Rylander, 6 S.W.3d 278 (Tex. 1999), does not appear to cover this situation. See Steven R. Collins, Continuing Statutory Revision—Where Did the Civil Practice and Remedies Code Come From?, 50 Tex. B.J. 134 (1987). See also Eggemeyer v. Eggemeyer, 554 S.W.2d 137 139 (Tex. 1977).


\(^{61}\) 34 S.W.3d 578 (Tex. 2000).
50(a)(5)(A) through (D) of the Constitution to apply to work and materials for renovation of existing improvements on a homestead but not for new improvements. After those provisions were added to the Constitution (effective January 1, 1998), the homeowner entered into a mechanic lien contract with a builder to construct a new house on realty that the owner had evidently previously occupied as his homestead. Soon afterwards the owner notified the builder that he, the owner, did not regard a lien for the work and materials as having fixed on his property because the builder had not met the requirements of paragraphs (B) and (D) of section 50(a)(5). The builder then filed suit for a declaratory judgment that his lien for the new improvements was valid in that the requirements of that section apply only to renovation of existing improvements. Employing the canon of construction that a qualifying phrase must be confined to the words or phrases immediately preceding it, the court pointed out that the provision of paragraphs (A) through (D) are immediately preceded by language referring only to renovation of existing improvements. Although the owner argued that in proposing the amendment of 1997, the Legislature could not have meant to omit the prior requirement of spousal joinder in contracting a valid lien for any improvement on homestead property and thus limiting the scope of section 50(a)(5), the court saw no reason to depart from reading the clear language of the amendment as proposed by the Legislature and adopted by the electorate. The court pointedly stated that it had not considered whether the builder’s lien fulfilled the requirements of Property Code section 53.254, where the requirement of spousal joinder for a homestead improvement lien is preserved despite omission of that requirement in the 1997 constitutional amendment.

A further interpretation of the 1997 amendments to Article XVI, section 50 of the Texas Constitution was provided by the Texas Supreme Court in a certified question from the federal Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Stringer v. Cendant Mortgage Corp. In order to procure a home equity loan, borrowers were required by the lender to use a large portion of the loan to discharge loans from certain other creditors without liens on the homestead. Several months later the mortgagors sued the lender to refund the money so paid on the ground that the lender's requirement was invalid under the Constitution. The Texas Supreme Court was thus called on to interpret two seemingly unreconcilable provisions of the constitutional amendment, drafted in some measure on the floor of the Legislature. Section 50(a)(6)(Q)(i) provides that a home equity lender cannot require a borrower to apply loan proceeds "to repay another debt

62. TEX. CONST. art. XVI, § 50(a)(5) (amended 1997): quote indented (B) through (D).
63. Id.
64. Spradlin, 34 S.W.3d at 581.
66. TEX. CONST. art. XVI, § 50 (amended 1997).
67. 23 S.W.3d 353 (Tex. 2000).
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except a debt secured by the homestead or a debt to another lender."  
Section 50(g) provides that at least twelve days before the loan’s closing the lender must provide notice to the borrower that includes this language: “Loans described in Section 50(a)(6), Article XVI, of the Texas Constitution must not require [the homeowner-borrower] to apply the proceeds to another debt that is not secured by [the home] or to another debt to the same lender.” Both appellate courts concluded that the provisions are irreconcilable. The Texas Supreme Court reviewed the legislative history of the amendment and found nothing to resolve the conflict “other than speculation that the difference in the language [of the two provisions] arises from an oversight.” The court concluded that “section 50(a)(6)(Q)(i) provides the substantive rights of lenders and borrowers while section 50(g)(6)(Q)(1) provides the language for the mandatory notice to borrowers . . . therefore, we hold that section 50(g)’s notice provisions do not independently establish rights or obligations for the extension of credit.” The provisions of the former accordingly prevail over the latter. Recognizing the continuing misleading propensity that the provision has, the court went on to recommend a further notice provision that may be included in transactions to explain conflict and thus to avoid confusion. Thus, the court concluded that a home-equity lender may require a borrower to use loan proceeds to pay a third person a debt not secured by the homestead.

Having had its conclusion sustained by the United States Supreme Court (but by way of a different analysis), a Fifth Circuit panel in In re Bartee in turn analyzed the high court’s affirmance in the Chapter 13 lien-stripping case, Nobleman v. Am. Savs. Bank. “The Supreme Court rejected our reasoning that § 506(a) was rendered a nullity by § 1322(b)(2), but nevertheless, agreed with the end result—namely that § 1322(b)(2)’s antimodification provision protected the entire mortgage [on the debtor’s residence].” In Nobleman the debtor-couple had submitted a Chapter 13 plan that valued their residence at $23,500 though it was encumbered with a mortgage of $65,250. They proposed to pay only the amount of the secured by the value of the property and to treat the rest as an unsecured claim for which the mortgagee would receive nothing. Both the Fifth Circuit Court and the United States Supreme Court

68. TEX. CONST. art. XVI, § 50(a)(6)(Q)(i).
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70. Stringer, 23 S.W.3d at 355 (citing Stringer v. Cendant Mortgage Corp. 199 F.3d 190 192 (5th Cir. 1999)); Id. at 356.
71. Id.
73. Id. at 357.
74. Id. at 357-58.
75. Id. at 358.
76. In re Bartee, 212 F.3d 277, 286 (5th Cir. 2000).
79. Bartee, 212 F.3d at 286.
held that the entire mortgage in the home was protected from discharge. In Bartee\(^80\) the debtor’s home was valued at $87,000 and there were two liens against it, the first held by a bank for $88,840 and the second by a homeowners’ association for a maintenance assessment of $1,096. The debtor’s Chapter 13 plan called for treating the homeowners’ association’s entire claim as unsecured, and thus as an unsecured claimant the association would receive nothing but it would retain its lien. The association objected to the plan and the bankruptcy court denied confirmation of the plan. The district court affirmed that ruling. On the debtor’s appeal to the Fifth Circuit, the court undertook to apply the Supreme Court’s “ambiguous”\(^81\) decision in Nobleman and at the outset perceived\(^82\) that the argument of the association was much like its own in Nobleman.\(^83\) Just as a split in authority among the federal circuits prompted the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Nobleman, different views have now developed in interpreting its resolution. Aligning itself with the position taken by the Third Circuit\(^84\) and the Bankruptcy Appeals Panel of the Ninth Circuit,\(^85\) the Fifth Circuit panel concluded that a wholly unsecured lien of the association is not subject to the anti-modification clause in section 1322(b)(2).\(^86\) This view, the court said, not only comports with the language of the statute and its legislative history but also serves sound public policy.\(^87\) In response to the association’s further argument that the association’s annual maintenance assessment might be fitted into section 1322(c)(2), the court rightly rejected the fit as “thoroughly unpersuasive.”\(^88\)

### IV. DIVISION OF MARITAL PROPERTY ON DIVORCE

#### A. Divorce Proceedings

1. Request for Admissions

In Steffan v. Steffan\(^89\) the husband was served with a petition for divorce and appeared at a hearing for temporary orders without counsel but failed to file an answer. Eight months later the wife served him with a request for admissions. Although on their face the requests indicated the consequences for failure to respond, the husband received the requests and did not answer them. Consequently thirty days after receipt the requests were deemed admitted as a matter of law.\(^90\) Thereafter the

---

\(^80\) *Id.*

\(^81\) *Id.* at 285. *See also id.* at 290.

\(^82\) *In re* Bartee, 212 F.3d 277, 286 n.12 (5th Cir. 2000).

\(^83\) *Id.* at 285-86, 288-89.

\(^84\) *In re* McDonald, 205 F.3d 606 (3d Cir. 2000).

\(^85\) *In re* Lam, 211 B.R. 36 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 2000).

\(^86\) Bartee, 212 F.3d at 288-96.


\(^88\) *In re* Bartee, 212 F.3d 277, 295 (5th Cir. 2000).

\(^89\) 29 S.W.3d 627 (Tex.App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2000, no writ).

wife had a hearing on her petition for divorce, and a property division was awarded by the court. The husband then retained counsel and filed a motion for a new trial, which was granted. In the new trial the husband responded to further discovery requests, but the court denied withdrawal of the prior admissions and precluded the husband from offering any evidence contrary to those admissions and entered a final decree of divorce. On the husband's appeal the Houston appellate court was unable to find any merit in the husband's arguments based on his lack of counsel, his lack of knowledge of the law, or his failure to answer his wife's petition as somehow precluding his being subject to a request for admissions. Nor did the court find any abuse of discretion in the trial court's denial of his request to withdraw his admissions. \(^9\)

2. Notice of Witnesses

In *Elliott v. Elliott*\(^9\) the ex-wife filed a bill of review to set aside a decree of divorce approving a property settlement agreement entered into almost four years before. At her hearing the petitioner had sought to introduce medical records and affidavits of mental health-care providers to show her mental condition at the time the settlement agreement was reached. The trial court sustained the respondent's objection to opinion evidence on the ground that the petitioner had failed to identify her health-care providers as experts. The petitioner had, however, identified her health-care providers in response to an interrogatory asking the identity of persons from whom she had received health care but had failed to do so in response to an interrogatory specifically directed to the identity of her health-care experts. \(^9\) In light of the petitioner's pleadings, which put her mental condition in issue, and her identification of all those who had rendered health-care who were later called to testify, the appellate court concluded that the trial court had abused its discretion in excluding her witnesses' testimony, \(^9\) but the court also concluded that the error was harmless in view of the fact that the petitioner had failed to meet the first prerequisite for a bill of review. \(^9\)

3. Severance of Claims in Divorce Proceedings

A claim may be properly severed only if the controversy involves more than one cause of action so that the severed claim is one that would be the proper subject of an independent suit not so interwoven with the remaining action that they involve the same issues and facts. \(^9\) Thus, the operation of a motion for severance of an independent cause of action in a divorce proceeding is now limited by the conclusion of the Texas Su-

---

92. 21 S.W.3d 913 (Tex.App.—Fort Worth 2000, no pet.).
93. *Id.* at 921.
94. *Id.* (citing TEX. R. CIV. PROC. 193.6(a)(2)).
95. *Id.*
96. TEX. R. CIV. PROC. 41.
preme Court in *Schlueter v. Schlueter* that an assertion of fraud by one spouse against another does not constitute an independent cause of action, at least when not supported by particularly egregious facts and even then its facts and resolution are so likely to be essential to the division of property on divorce that severance is necessarily precluded. In *In re Burgett* the Texarkana Court of Appeals entertained a mandamus proceeding to vacate a severance order and to consolidate several fraud claims involving third parties in a divorce proceeding. In that instance the wife had sued the husband for divorce and had joined an action against a corporation owned by both spouses and other individuals and another corporation alleging fraud, conspiracy and breach of fiduciary obligations in dissipating the community estate. In granting the relief sought the court said:

*[In order to determine the nature, extent, and value of the community property and make a proper division of it, the disputed claims to ownership of certain alleged community assets and the value of those assets, as well as the allegations of conspiracy to dissipate or divert community assets, must be explored and determined. Moreover, if in the divorce action [the wife] establishes her ownership in some of the disputed assets, that adjudication will not bind third parties who claim to own an interest in those assets if their claims are determined in a later separate suit ... [The wife's] rights may be jeopardized and judicial economy may be compromised if the third-party claims are not tried with, or before, the divorce action.*]

4. Right to Trial by Jury

In *Crittenden v. Crittenden* the wife's filing suit for divorce was promptly followed by the husband's suit, the trial date was continued on the wife's motion, agreed temporary orders were entered, and the case was set for trial. A successful mediation followed, including the signing of a settlement agreement by both parties. But when the wife refused to sign an agreed judgment, the husband set the case for trial on the non-

---

97. 975 S.W.2d 584, 586-88 (Tex. 1998).
99. Thus, severance such as occurred in the *Teas* cases should not occur today. *Teas v. Teas*, 469 S.W.2d 918 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1971, no writ); *Teas v. Republic Nat'l Bank*, 460 S.W.2d 233 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1970, no writ).
100. 23 S.W.3d 124 126 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2000, no pet.).
101. *Id.* at 127.
102. 2001 WL 357118 (Tex. App.—San Antonio Apr. 11, 2001, no pet.). In the companion report, *Crittenden v. Crittenden*, No. 99-0690-CV 2001 WL 356993 (Tex. App.—San Antonio Apr. 11, 2001, no pet.), the court responded to the wife's argument that her freedom of contract had been violated by this Texas no fault divorce statute, TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 6.001 (Vernon 1998). The court pointed out that marriage is a status created by mutual consent and thus is not merely a contract. It is more accurate to say that marriage arises out of a contract that creates a status. To say that marriage is only one or the other is therefore meaningless. Furthermore, the legislature has the power to lay down rules as to which agreements constitute enforceable contracts. In this instance the wife had argued that she and her husband had made a contract to be married for 50 years. Clearly all the ramifications of such an agreement (if made) are not enforceable.
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jury docket. After the trial date was reset three more times, the wife filed a nonsuit. The court signed the order of nonsuit but noted that the husband's suit and settlement agreement were still pending. Eight days later the wife requested a jury trial. The husband objected to the wife's request on the grounds that the trial had been continued numerous times at the wife's request, that a settlement had been agreed to, that no jury setting was available for six months, and that the request was made solely for the purpose of delay. At the pretrial hearing on the day of trial, the court denied the wife's motion for continuance and for a jury trial. After an evidentiary hearing, the court granted the husband a divorce and entered the decree in accordance with the settlement agreement. The wife appealed on the ground, among others, of her being denied a jury trial. The appellate court concluded that because the jury request had been made in writing within a reasonable time before the trial setting and not less than thirty days before the actual trial date, the request was presumptively timely within Rule 216(a). But under the circumstances, the appellate court said the request was not timely filed under the exceptions to the Rule, presumably on the ground that the jury trial would disrupt the court's docket or impede the court's business.

5. Availability of Mandamus to Reinstate a Counter-Suit

Following a court-approved mediated settlement but before entry of judgment the wife in In re Kasschau took a non-suit of her suit for divorce. Unaware of the non-suit the husband filed a counter-suit for divorce. On discovering the state of things, the husband sought a writ of mandamus to order the trial court to reinstate his counter-suit. Because Rule 162 provides a party an unqualified right to take a non-suit before she introduces all her evidence and in the absence of any claim by the opposing party for affirmative relief and also because the husband was unable to show any exceptional circumstances why the remedy of appeal was inadequate, the Houston Fourteenth District Court of Appeals declined to address the trial court's unwillingness to consider the husband's counter-suit for divorce.

6. Denial of Mandamus for Refusal to Enter Judgment on a Mediated Settlement Agreement

The trial court in Kasschau had also declined to enter judgment on the parties' mediated settlement agreement, which the court had approved prior to the wife's non-suit. The appellate court concluded that although the subject matter of the request was proper for a writ of man-
damus in the performance of a merely ministerial act by the trial court, the trial judge did not violate his ministerial duty in light of the facts of the case. The issue was not whether the wife could revoke her consent, and the trial court had held that the non-suit did not have that effect. The issue was whether the settlement agreement was valid and enforceable. The approval of a settlement does not necessarily constitute the court's willingness to render judgment in the absence of an intention to achieve that result. The settlement agreement expressly contemplated contingencies relating to the intervention of the wife's alleged paramour. The appellate court seems to say that by approving the settlement agreement the trial court had merely approved it conditionally on the basis of contingencies it contained. But before those contingencies occurred, the trial court had realized that the settlement agreement called for the performance of an illegal act in relation to evidence under the wire-tap statutes and was therefore invalid. Although the husband argued that his wife was estopped from questioning the validity of the agreement because she had accepted a cash payment of $1,000 under its terms, the appellate court responded that a void contract cannot be rendered enforceable by estoppel.

7. Notice of Trial

In In re Parker the wife petitioned for divorce. Her husband filed an answer and requested a jury trial. The wife's attorney testified that notice of the trial setting had been sent nineteen days before the date set for trial. On receipt of that notice fourteen days before the setting, by letter to the court-administrator the husband requested clarification of the actual setting, if any. The court-administrator did not respond. On the day set for trial the husband did not appear, but the court went forward and entered a post-answer default judgment, granting the divorce and dividing the property. Thereafter, the husband took all appropriate steps to perfect his appeal. After carefully analyzing Rule 245, the Texas Supreme Court's decisions in Craddock v. Sunshine Bus Lines, Inc., Lopez v. Lopez, Director, State Employees Workers' Comp. Div. v. ...

110. Kasschau 11 S.W.3d at 311 (citing S & A Rest. Corp. v. Leal, 892 S.W.2d 855, 857-58 (Tex. 1995)).
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Evans,118 and other decisions of the intermediate appellate courts, the Texarkana Court of Appeals concluded that “when a defendant receives actual or constructive notice sufficient to comport with the requirements of due process [as was the case here], but [has] less than [the 45 days’ notice] required by Rule 245, a reviewing court must apply the first prong of the Craddock test [excusing the defendant when his default was not intentional or due to conscious indifference but to a mistake or accident] to determine whether the defendant is entitled to a new trial.”119 In light of the husband’s contention that he was under the impression that he would receive 45 days’ notice required by Rule 245, the court concluded that his letter to the court-administrator and “his reasonable belief that he would receive [the proper] notice . . . negates a finding of intentional conduct or conscious indifference.”120

In Blanco v. Bolanos,121 in which it was not certain that the respondent-wife received any notice of the trial setting, the El Paso Court of Appeals had held a week before the decision was rendered in Parker that the wife was entitled to a new trial, even though her attorney in Hawaii (where she then was) had received a facsimile notice fifteen days before the hearing and was thus in compliance with Rule 21a122 but not with Rule 245.123

8. Conduct of Trial: Replacement of Juror

In Schlafly v. Schlafly124 the husband argued on appeal that he had been denied his right of trial by jury because the trial court had dismissed a juror without a finding that the juror was “disabled from sitting.” Thus the husband relied on the language of the Texas Supreme Court in McDaniel v. Yarbrough125 that the Texas Constitution and Rules of Civil Procedure126 require that trial juries in district courts “consist of twelve members unless not more than three jurors die . . . or are disabled from sitting.”127 A female juror had approached the husband twice on days when he was testifying and said, “You need to smile more.”128 On this showing the trial judge had dismissed the juror and replaced her with an alternate. The husband argued that he was entitled to trial by twelve jurors originally selected unless not more than three of those twelve jurors die or are disabled from sitting. The husband also relied on a more recent Texas Supreme Court case, Yanes v. Sowards,129 where the court said that
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125. 898 S.W.2d 251 (Tex. 1995).
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128. Schlafly, 33 S.W.3d at 868.
129. 996 S.W.2d 849, 850 (Tex. 1999).
a district court jury shall consist of "twelve original jurors." In Schalfly the court held that the language in Yanes did not constitute a departure from the standard laid down in McDaniel. Even if such a departure is indicated, the court went on to say, there would be no reversible error unless there is a showing of probable harm stemming from the difference, and its review of the entire record did not suggest that any harm was done by the replacement of the juror with an alternate.

9. No Judicial Estoppel in New Trial as a Consequence of Statement Made at Prior Trial

On remand for a new trial in Steffan v. Steffan the husband argued that his wife was judicially estopped at the new trial from receiving more property at the new trial than she had testified was a proper award at the previous trial. Saying that "judicial estoppel only applies if the party to be estopped has made a sworn, prior inconsistent statement in a prior judicial proceeding and [has] successfully maintained the prior position . . . [the court concluded that the doctrine] does not apply to a contrary position taken within the same proceeding." Thus, the husband took his deemed admissions with him into the new trial whereas the wife was not burdened by her prior testimony as to a fair division of property.

10. Defining "Family Member" For Purposes of Protective Orders

At the end of the hearing for divorce in James v. Hubbard the judge said "I am going to grant this divorce in this case." That was in October, 1997 but a decree of divorce was not signed. In February, 1998 the wife's mother alleged that the husband had committed acts of family violence against a "family member" under Section 81.001. After a hearing the court granted a protective order against the husband in March 1998. Within 30 days the husband filed his motion to appeal the protective order. His ground for appeal was that the former mother-in-law was not a "family member" within section 81.001 and Government Code section 573.024 as he and his former wife had been divorced in October, 1997. The San Antonio appellate court held that the protective order to preclude family violence was an appealable order even if the protective order from which the appeal was taken had expired, because of the social stigma attaching to it. The court went on to say that if the divorce had
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been granted, the trial court would have been without the power to grant the order as the person seeking it would not have been a family member.\textsuperscript{139} An oral rendition of divorce can constitute a final judgment,\textsuperscript{140} but whether a final judgment was rendered depends on the language of the court. At the hearing in October, 1997 after saying that he “was going to grant this divorce,” the judge went on to say that he wanted to enter a judgment three days later. But no decree was actually signed until May 1998. In the view of the appellate court the trial judge had nevertheless not clearly expressed a present intent to grant a divorce immediately after the hearing. Thus, the couple was still married at the time that the protective order was granted and the trial court’s order was therefore affirmed.\textsuperscript{141} Judge Alma López dissented on the ground that the oral rendition was indeed a final judgment of divorce, as the May 1998 order recited that the divorce was “judicially . . . RENDERED . . . on October, 31 1997.”

11. Motion for New Trial

\textit{Lee v. Lee}\textsuperscript{142} is a sequel of a prior appeal of a divorce proceeding\textsuperscript{143} in which the Houston First District Court of Appeals concluded that there had been no informal marriage prior to a ceremonial marriage of the parties\textsuperscript{144} and remanded the case for a division of the property. The property at issue included small pieces of realty which the woman had transferred to the husband (in accordance with alleged Taiwanese custom) at the commencement of their cohabitation. At this point the case was very similar to \textit{Eris v. Phares},\textsuperscript{145} but here the similarity of the two cases diverges. On remand the wife’s counsel appears to have caused her to stipulate that the properties in issue were the husband’s separate property and the divorce court entered judgment accordingly. The wife then got new counsel and filed a motion for new trial on the ground that her prior lawyer had entered the stipulation contrary to her wishes and had not allowed her witnesses to testify as she desired. The trial court denied her motion, and the wife appealed. In response to her argument that the trial court should have granted the motion for new trial because her attorney had coerced her to make the stipulation, the appellate court concluded that even if her view of the facts were accepted, coercion as a ground for reversal in such a situation must come from the opposing party and not from her own counsel.\textsuperscript{146} The appellate court went on to say that the record failed to show that the trial court had not denied her
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an opportunity to present her evidence, though it appears from the opinion that it was her contention that it was the act of former counsel (in his failure to present evidence) of which she complained. Much of the confusion at trial and on appeal seems to have stemmed from lack of communication between the former attorney and his client due to misunderstanding of language and consequently an injustice may have therefore occurred.

12. *Death of a Party After Decree*

In *In re Wilburn* the court granted a divorce of the spouses and divided the community estate in November 1998. After the husband was killed in late December 1998, the court entered a decree of divorce on March 19, 1999, reducing its prior orders to writing. The ex-wife then filed a motion for new trial, which the court granted on March 23, 1999. On motion for reconsideration by the ex-husband’s father in June 1999, the court entered a written order stating that the motion previously granted was a motion for partial new trial and that the decree of divorce and property determinations were not affected. This order was substituted for the March 19, 1999 order. The ex-wife took an appeal from the later order, which in effect had undone the ex-wife’s motion for a new trial on property issues.

The appellate court concluded that the spouses were divorced on oral rendition of the divorce in November of 1998, and a motion for new trial (not based on the husband’s death) could be taken as to the division of property. Because there was no evidence to support the trial court’s order as to property division, the June 1999 order in regard to the disposition of property was set aside.

13. *Order for Support Pending Appeal*

In *In re Boyd* the husband filed his notice of appeal to a divorce decree and his bond to supersede the judgment on June 26. The wife filed a motion on June 28 for reasonable attorney’s fees and support pending appeal. A hearing was had on that motion on July 7. After the hearing, the court recessed the hearing. Despite the wife’s advising the court that Section 6.709 required that an interlocutory order of the sort sought had to be made by July 26, the court did not resume the hearing until August 13 and entered an order on August 21 favoring the wife. On the ex-husband’s request the appellate court granted a writ of mandamus to set aside the trial court’s order, and he requested a writ of prohibition.
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against its enforcement should the court fail to vacate the order.\textsuperscript{154}

14. \textit{Appeal}

a. Restricted Appeal

In \textit{Osteen v. Osteen}\textsuperscript{155} the alleged husband as respondent in a divorce proceeding took a restricted appeal to a decree of divorce in which the petitioning wife had failed to prove the material allegation of an informal marriage. The four elements necessary for a restricted appeal are (1) notice filed within six months of the date of the judgment, (2) by a party to the suit, (3) who did not participate at the trial, and (4) when the error complained of is apparent from the face of the record.\textsuperscript{156} The first two elements were clearly satisfied as was the fourth because the record revealed that neither had offered any evidence of the alleged informal marriage.\textsuperscript{157} The dispute turned on the third element, whether the appellant participated in the trial, that is whether he participated in the decision-making event that resulted in the judgment adjudicating his rights.\textsuperscript{158} The appellee asserted that he had participated in a proceeding called to consider her motion for a new trial filed in response to the trial court’s order setting aside an oral judgment in her favor and dismissing her petition for divorce.\textsuperscript{159} During that hearing in October 1997 the appellant appeared by his attorney, but the record of the hearing was not among the papers before the appellate court. As to that matter, the appellate court’s opinion relied on established precedent\textsuperscript{160} to the effect that such participation would not preclude the appeal in this instance because the motion for new trial was totally unrelated to the final judgment entered in July, 1999 which the appellate court later set aside.\textsuperscript{161} Because the grounds for a limited appeal were satisfied, the court then concluded that the wife had failed in bearing the burden of proving the existence of an informal marriage to dissolve.

b. Record: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

In the division of the community estate the trial court in \textit{In re Morris}\textsuperscript{162} awarded the wife $180,000 in cash but failed to explain the basis for the award apart from an award of $5,000 as reimbursement for medical expenses. The trial court denied the husband’s request for additional findings of fact and conclusions of law. The appellate court held that the
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valuation of $180,000 was a controlling issue having a direct effect on the judgment, and the husband was therefore entitled to the findings and conclusions requested.163

c. Failure to Divide All the Community Property

In *Byrnes v. Byrnes*164 it was asserted as a ground for appeal that the trial court had inadvertently failed to divide all the community property. Although a divorce court may not render a final decree of divorce without also dividing the divisible estate of the parties before the court,165 it is not altogether clear that reimbursement rights between spouses are necessarily included in that rule and even less clear that obligations of spouses to third persons need to be addressed by the divorce court, as they are certainly not assets of the spouses’ estate. But a divorce court ordinarily deals with both of these matters in rendering a divorce decree if such matters are brought to the court’s attention. In *Byrnes* the appellant-wife complained that the court had failed to deal with the parties’ debts, but because she failed to raise the issue before the trial court, the appellate court held that she had waived any right to complain.166

d. Consequences of Mischaracterization of Property

Under the rule in *Jacobs v. Jacobs*167 remand to the trial court is ordinarily necessary when it is shown on appeal that the divorce court mischaracterized separate or community property. In *Case v. Case*168 there was not only mischaracterization of assets but also significant errors in their valuation. Remand to the trial court for redivision of the community estate was therefore necessary.169

e. Attorney’s Misconduct and Award of Costs to Opposing Party

In *Schlafly v. Schlafly* the Houston Fourteenth District appellate court was critical of counsel for both parties in straying outside the record to introduce extraneous matter in their arguments.170 The misrepresentations of the husband’s counsel were so egregious that he was ordered to...
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pay all costs of the appeal.\textsuperscript{171}

B. MAKING THE DIVISION

1. Property Settlement Agreements in Anticipation of Divorce

Unless recited in open court and made part of the record, a binding property settlement must be in writing as provided for in Family Code section 6.602\textsuperscript{172} (formerly section 158.0071 enacted in 1995). The same rule applies to an agreement in aid of divorce under section 7.006.\textsuperscript{173} Because the consequences may be different, however, there is good reason to know from the start under which banner one chooses to sail. In some instances parties to a divorce, or one of them, seem to have given that matter little thought. In \textit{Byrnes v. Byrnes}\textsuperscript{174} the appealing wife complained of the divorce court’s refusal to enforce a section 7.006 agreement incidence to divorce that the husband had repudiated under section 7.006(a) in his answer to the wife’s petition. The agreement provided that the husband would assign to the wife all current and future interest of his Air Force retirement benefits. The trial court had also ruled that the agreement was not binding as a mediated settlement agreement under section 6.602.\textsuperscript{175} The appellate court sustained the trial court’s ruling on the non-binding effect of the property settlement agreement on the basis of the husband’s repudiation and the provision of the agreement itself that the court should approve the agreement.\textsuperscript{176} In response to the wife’s argument that the agreement should stand as a partition, the appellate court pointed out that the agreement did not provide for a division of any interest but only for an assignment.\textsuperscript{177} Nor was the spouses’ agreement enforceable as an ordinary contract apart from the term of the contract that required court approval. The wife’s argument also disregarded the fact that, apart from its standing as a property settlement contract, Texas spouses cannot by mere agreement change the character of their community property to separate property.\textsuperscript{178}

\textit{Cayan v. Cayan}\textsuperscript{179} involved a mediated property settlement reached by the spouses under section 6.602 and approved by the trial court despite the effort of the husband to repudiate it. The appellate court upheld the trial court’s ruling in that regard, and though the husband had not raised any constitutional or statutory objections to preserve his points for appellate review, the appeals court nevertheless did not regard section 6.602 as
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in conflict with section 7.006 or 4.102 and the underpinning of the latter in article XVI, section 15 of the Texas Constitution. Distinguishing the conclusion in *In re Kasschau*, 180 which the court described as dealing with a void section 6.602 agreement (because of an "illegal provision" in the agreement), the court concluded that a valid section 6.602 settlement agreement is irrevocable by the parties "notwithstanding Rule 11...or another rule of law." 181 "[S]ection 6.602 [is] simply...an exception to section 7.006(a) whereby parties to a divorce may elect to make their agreement binding as of the time of its execution rather than at the subsequent time [when] the divorce is rendered." 182 Nor is a section 6.602 agreement subject to the trial court's determination that the settlement is just and right as provided in sections 7.001 and 7.006. 183 Section 6.602 agreements can also divide separate property interests as the spouses deem fit. 184 Finally, the court said,

[I]f a party fails to exercise diligence in investigating facts or law or otherwise enters into a section 6.602 agreement inadvisedly, he will not be rewarded for doing so with a reprieve from the agreement. Conversely, if a party is wrongfully induced to enter into a section 6.602 agreement, he has the same recourse as one who discovered such a circumstance after judgment was entered on a non-section 6.602 agreement. 185

In *Elliott v. Elliott* 186 two days prior to the setting of the final hearing for divorce, the wife without counsel entered into a section 7.006 property settlement agreement with her husband, who was represented by counsel. The divorce court approved the agreement and entered a decree in accordance with its terms. Almost four years later the ex-wife brought an equitable bill of review to set aside the decree, although she had received all the benefits to which she was entitled under the agreement. The benefits included compensation for employment by a corporation controlled by her ex-husband even though she had not been allowed to perform actual services for the corporation. The trial court dismissed her claim because she had failed to make a *prima facie* case for a bill of review under the first of the three prerequisites for that relief in *Baker v. Goldsmith*: 187 that the petitioner could show "a meritorious defense to the cause of action alleged to support the judgment." 188 Under these circumstances, the appellate court concluded that she should show that the agreement to divide the community estate was not just and right when made. 189 The
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Fort Worth appellate court affirmed the trial court’s denial of her claim, as well as an award of attorney’s fees and other costs incurred by the ex-husband in defending her suit as provided in the settlement agreement.\textsuperscript{190}

In a Texas divorce proceeding, the wife in \textit{Johnson v. Johnson}\textsuperscript{191} sought to impeach a prior North Carolina separation decree barring her from asserting any right to her husband’s retirement benefits that had arisen during marriage. Although the basis for the North Carolina order was an unsigned (and thus unenforceable) agreement allegedly entered into by the wife with her husband, her earlier effort to invalidate the decree in North Carolina had failed because she had waited too long before attacking the decree. Hence, the Texas court was bound to give effect to the sister-state’s order.\textsuperscript{192}

\section*{2. Adjudication of Division}

In \textit{Wilson v. Wilson}\textsuperscript{193} the husband objected to the divorce court’s division of property and award of attorney’s fees to the wife. His appeal failed because he was unable to show from the evidence in the record that the division (including the provision for attorney’s fees) was so unjust and unfair as to amount to an abuse of discretion.\textsuperscript{194} In making the award of attorney’s fees the decree stated that the court did so “to effect an equitable division of the estate of the parties.”\textsuperscript{195} In this language the appellate court found a suggestion that the trial court took attorney’s fees into account in making the property division.\textsuperscript{196} Although the couple had been separated for ten years prior to the divorce, all property acquired was presumptively community property and the husband had not borne the burden of proving that any property was his separate estate.\textsuperscript{197}

\section*{C. Effect of Bankruptcy}

In \textit{In re Smith}\textsuperscript{198} an ex-husband sought the application of section 523(a)(15)\textsuperscript{199} of the Bankruptcy Code to relieve him of obligations of his agreed divorce decree, apart from ex-spousal maintenance or child support. This provision enacted in 1996 allows a discharge of a debt “incurred by the debtor in the course of a divorce” when “discharging such debt would result in a benefit to the debtor that outweighs the detrimental consequences to a spouse . . . .”\textsuperscript{200} In their divorce decree incorporating their agreement, the ex-husband was ordered to pay a mutual credit debt for tools bought for his use and a business debt, and the ex-wife was
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ordered to pay another mutual credit debt and medical bills. Each was also required to pay one-half of the couple's federal tax liability. In the course of two years, the ex-wife had substantially reduced the credit debt which the ex-husband had agreed to pay, and she had made minimum payments toward discharging the credit debt she had agreed to pay. She had also saved child support payments toward their children's later expenses of education. In that time the ex-husband had evidently not discharged any of his non-support obligations imposed by the divorce decree but had received a bankruptcy discharge for other substantial indebtedness. His new wife was apparently in ill-health, but the ex-husband did not offer evidence of any unpaid medical expenses. His pleadings and testimony with respect to assets and liabilities, however, were so demonstrably misrepresented that his credibility had been seriously undermined so that the court was unable to find his inability to pay the agreed debts. Although the ex-wife's financial situation was substantially better than that of the ex-husband, the court concluded that further relief of the ex-husband from the non-support debts imposed by the divorce decree would impose some hardship on the ex-wife. In denying the relief sought, the court concluded that "if the debt were discharged, [the ex-wife] would, in effect, be punished for apparently handling her financial affairs since the divorce more responsibly than has [the ex-husband]."

D. Other Post-Divorce Disputes

Two cases dealt with post-divorce disputes that were or should have been foreseen by the parties. In Stephens v. Marlowe the couple was divorced in 1989, and the decree of divorce awarded the wife "all sums . . . related to any . . . retirement plan, pension plan, . . . or other benefit program" in her name. In late 1990 the ex-wife, as a party to a class-action against her former employer in connection with its pension plan, received $50,000. In late 1992, the defendant-employer informed the ex-husband by letter about the outcome of the action. Believing that he was entitled to a share of the proceeds, the ex-husband commenced an action against his ex-wife and was awarded one-half of those proceeds. The ex-wife appealed. Relying on the principle of res judicata, the Texarkana appellate court found the language of the divorce decree conclusive as the ex-wife's entitlement to all the proceeds of her action as there provided.

Swoboda v. Swoboda was a somewhat more difficult case. The parties were divorced in late 1995. The decree provided that the wife was
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entitled to all of the husband's interest in a thrift plan maintained by his employer. In 1996 a qualified domestic relations order ("QDRO") accordingly provided an award of $771,000 for the ex-wife, who in 1997 made a claim against the ex-husband for the tax-liability she had incurred as a consequence of her receipt of the award under the decree. In affirming a summary judgment for the ex-husband, the Corpus Christi Court of Appeals concluded that

[b]y providing that the cash award would be paid out of [the ex-husband's] interest in the thrift plan, the decree contemplated that this distribution would constitute a taxable event. . . . [The ex-husband agreed] to the QDRO that was subsequently entered by the court which identified [the ex-wife] as an 'alternate payee' of the thrift plan. But once the QDRO was entered without objection, and the [ex-wife] received her distribution, she had knowledge or should have had knowledge that she would be responsible for the federal income tax on the award.209

The Internal Revenue Code provides that as to any amount of money distributed to a former spouse of a distributee of a qualified trust, the former distributee-spouse will be taxed for the distribution.210

In granting a divorce in 1980 the trial court in Reiss v. Reiss211 found that the parties had a vested interest in the husband's employer's retirement plan as community property and awarded the wife fifty percent of the husband's pension benefits when and if received. The ex-husband remarried, continued to work for the same employer, and retired in 1998. The ex-wife moved to enforce the decree, and the trial court awarded her one-half of the entire pension benefits. On the ex-husband's appeal, the Houston First District Court interpreted the 1980 decree as awarding the wife fifty percent of the community portion of the retirement benefits, relying on the reference to the vested interest in the 1980 decree.212 The court went on to say that if the 1980 decree required the wife's community interest in the benefits to be valued as of the date of receipt, it would now impermissibly award a portion of the ex-husband's separate property to the ex-wife,213 contrary to the Texas Supreme Court's 1983 decision in Berry v. Berry.214 But the decision in Berry was not retrospective in effect.215 Because the consequences of that conclusion could the husband's separate property, the court had this to say:

Here, the divorce judge expressly found the parties had a vested, community-property interest in the retirement plan. Due to the community's portion being valued at the date of receipt, he then awarded some of what likely was [the ex-husband's] separate-prop-
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erty interest in those benefits to [the ex-wife]. However, we presume that the divorce judge found whatever he divided to be entirely community property. His finding so indicates, and we would presume that even had he made no express finding. Therefore, [the ex-husband] is faced in this collateral attack with a potentially erroneous, but not void, finding that all of the divided property was community. Because the divorce court unquestionably had subject-matter jurisdiction to characterize and then divide community property, [the ex-husband] cannot prevail.\(^{216}\)

The Waco appellate court held in *Weaver v. Keen*\(^{217}\) that the divorced wife, as designated beneficiary of two ERISA-qualified pension plans,\(^{218}\) could not take the benefits thereunder on the employee-ex-husband's death despite the fact that she was named as the primary beneficiary. The decedent's interest in the plans was acquired during the couple's marriage. Furthermore, the decedent had designated his wife as the primary beneficiary and his mother as the alternative beneficiary. In their 1982 divorce the husband's interest in the plan was awarded to him, but he failed to change the beneficiary designations. The ex-husband later remarried and died twelve years later. The ex-wife sued to establish her right as primary beneficiary. The Waco court concluded that applicability of Family Code § 9.302 (Pre-Decree Designation of Ex-Spouse as Beneficiary in Retirement Benefits and Other Financial Plans)\(^{219}\) was clearly preempted by the terms of the federal act.\(^{220}\) Putting aside a federal Sixth Circuit appellate case to the contrary,\(^{221}\) the court followed decisions of the Fifth and other circuits\(^{222}\) in concluding that a divorce terminates a former spouse's designation as primary beneficiary of an ERISA plan. Further, the Fifth Circuit court had concluded that a spouse designated during marriage as an ERISA beneficiary of a life insurance policy had waived her benefits in an agreed divorce decree.\(^{223}\) In that case, the ex-wife's counsel had drafted the divorce settlement agreement by which the husband took the retirement benefits as his separate property. The court held that the ex-wife therefore would be deemed to have waived her right to the benefits voluntarily and in good faith.\(^{224}\)

ing order. In its decree on the wife’s motion the court had awarded as her separate property 200,000 frequent flier miles attributed to the husband by Lufthansa Airline (not a party to the suit). The ex-wife asserted that her ex-husband had failed to comply with the decree in refusing to arrange for the mileage to be redeemed as airline tickets. The ex-husband responded that the airline would not transfer the mileage from one account to another. The trial court then held a hearing at which it ordered the parties to file briefs supporting their positions. The court rendered a clarifying decree that the ex-husband was to take all necessary steps to permit the ex-wife to redeem the frequent flier miles. By way of dicta the court seemed to say that a clarifying order under section 9.008 cannot be issued if it is not enforceable by contempt. The court went on to say that a clarifying order may be rendered on the request of a party or on the court’s own motion unless otherwise provided in section 9.001(b). Thus, the order could issue without a hearing on the merits.

By agreement of the parties on divorce, the decree at issue in *Wright v. Eckhardt* awarded the wife one-half of the husband’s naval retirement benefits when the husband’s “name is officially added to the Navy retirement list.” At the time of the divorce in 1994, the ex-husband was in active naval service though in 1997 he had left active duty status and had joined the Fleet Reserve. Thus, the ex-husband was then in receipt of retainer pay in an amount equal to his future retirement pay, but he had not been recalled to active duty. Nonetheless, his name had not been added to the Navy’s retirement list. After the ex-wife had begun to receive payments under a clarifying decree, a second motion for clarification was filed by the ex-husband in 1998. This motion asserted that the decree should be further clarified to provide that the ex-wife should not be entitled to receive her share of his retirement benefits until after completion of his duty in the Fleet Reserve in 2007. The court granted the ex-husband’s request and it was that clarification that was before the appellate court.

In reversing the second clarification order, the Corpus Christi appellate court concluded that the original decree had thereby been modified rather than clarified. It is not required by section 9.008(b) that in order to clarify a decree the court *must* find that the division is not specific.
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enough to be enforceable by contempt. That is merely one of two
grounds that the court may employ to enter a clarifying order. The other
ground is provided in section 9.006(a), which states that the court may
render "further orders to enforce the division of property made in the
decree of divorce . . . to assist in the implementation of or to clarify the
prior order." The substantive division of property as made in the origi-
nal decree had been modified because it extended the time for her enti-
tlement beyond the ex-husband's retirement from active duty. Thus,
the phrase in the original decree that referred to the husband's name be-
ing "officially added to the Navy retirement list" was not a formal prereq-
usite of the ex-wife's entitlement. Rather, it was merely to be
interpreted in conjunction with other terms of the decree to mean when
the ex-husband would receive his half-share of retainer pay of which he
had been in receipt since he joined the Fleet Reserve.

The appeal in *Jackson Law Office, P.C. v. Chappell* stemmed from a
dispute arising from an oral fee-contract between a law firm and its client.
The firm asserted that the wife retained the firm to represent her in a suit
for divorce at $150 an hour for a total of over $60,000. The client re-
sponded that the entire fee was not to exceed $3,000, which had been
paid. The firm also asserted that the client (while insolvent) had made
fraudulent transfers of assets to third-party defendants (her mother and a
close friend and former business partner of her husband) to hinder the
efforts of the firm to collect its fee. The client asserted, in turn, that the
firm had breached its fiduciary duty in representing her and had violated
the Deceptive Trade Practices Act and the Debt Collection Act. The jury
rendered a verdict of $43,000 to the firm for its fees and $5,000 in dam-
ages for the fraudulent transfers. The jury also found that the firm had
breached its fiduciary duty to the client for which it awarded $5,000 de-
spite suffering no damage therefor. The jury further found that the firm
had violated the statutes as alleged, but that the client had not suffered
any damage for those violations. The trial court decreed a $5,000 forfei-
ture of the plaintiff-firm's fee for its breach of fiduciary duty. Despite the
trial court's denial of the firm's claim for damages for the fraudulent transfers, the
appeal court restored these damages and remanded the case on the
issue of the firm's claim for attorney's fees.

In *Brown v. Fullenweider* the parties to a divorce reached an agree-
ment incident to a divorce by which, among other things, each party
would pay "all outstanding attorneys fees and fees for other professionals
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incurred by [him of her] in connection with this lawsuit.”241 The court further ordered that the parties “shall do all necessary acts to carry out the provisions of such agreement.”242 Under former Family Code sections 3.70 - 3.77 (now sections 9.001 – 9.014) just over a year after rendition of the decree incorporating the parties’ agreement, the ex-husband’s attorney sought a judgment against his client for his fees and those of others employed in connection with the divorce. At the attorney’s request, the divorce court severed the attorney’s claim from the divorce case, docketed it under a new number, and granted him a judgment for his fees. A divided Court of Appeals speaking through Justice Hill (retired, sitting by assignment) concluded that the attorney for the husband was a party to the proceedings for the purpose of his claim,243 and that fixing the uncertain amount owed was a clarification for enforcement of the order. On further appeal by the husband’s attorney, in a per curiam opinion the Supreme Court of Texas held that the attorney’s “motion was filed long after the trial court’s plenary jurisdiction . . . had terminated, and jurisdiction was not properly maintained under section 3.70.”244 The court gave two further reasons for its conclusions. First, the court said that the decree did not award fees to the attorney, but merely “allocated responsibility for any such fees” between the spouses as it did “for all the parties’ obligations.”245 The court’s second reason for its conclusion was that the expeditious means provided by these provisions were meant solely for “those related to the division of a marital estate. An attorney’s claim against his client for fees is not such an issue.”246
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